The Rise of the Church of Almighty God: Background and History
At the founding of People's Republic of China, the Common Chinese People's Political Agenda4 and the Constitution of the People's Republic of China established fundamental policies regarding religious freedom. Specific terms concerning religious beliefs were also regularized.5 Religious circumstances thus changed drastically, particularly those of Western religions such as Catholicism and Christianity, which experienced immediate reformations.
At this stage, the Vatican and the churches of China that took orders from it or were founded by missionaries had critical debates about their relationships with the Chinese ruling party. The Vatican and the World Council was one of the earliest Christians in E Cheng district in Harbin. He had great enthusiasm for Christianity but was dissatisfied with his preacher's sermons. He began to spread the gospel every day after work, usually in his own neighborhood, and later preached at his own residence. Zhao could read, sang well, and was eloquent. Although he occasionally stammered, he was convincing. Gradually more and more people came to his place to hear the gospel, and Zhao organized performances on Christian holidays.
The government's new policy not only revived existing religions but also fostered the birth of new ones. Under these circumstances, Zhao established the Yongyuan Church, which attracted more and more fellows. But what followed was a series of troubles.
Chinese religious policy in the 1990s aimed at further improving the policy of the 1980s and focused on fighting against illegal and destructive religious organizations. At this time the number of cults around the world surged sharply. Japan cracked down on the Aum Shinrikyo cult and revised its Religious Juridical Persons Law. The central government of China also conveyed its determination to crack down on feudal, reactionary superstitious and secret societies and issued a series of orders in its "Task Opinions and Status Quo Concerning the Ministry of Public Security's Crackdown on the Shouters Sect and Other Devilish Religious Organizations." This strict supervision led to criticism from American religious organizations and conflicts within a small number of domestic churches, which soon caught the government's attention. It thus ruled groups like "the Shouters sect" to be counterrevolutionary organizations infiltrating from overseas and attempting subversion, which called for strong opposition from the government, such as regarding this organization as a xiejiao (cult) and making relevant departments ban its activities. Then "the Shouters sect" disbanded and its follows scattered.
This, however, did not discourage Zhao from connecting with "the Shouters" and bringing the remaining members of the cult into his group. In early 1989, he went to Qingfeng in Henan Province, accepted the gospel of Li Changshou's church, and worshiped "the Changshou God." In early 1991, "the Shouters sect" was on the verge of organizational breakdown, so Zhao seized the opportunity, went around Anhui and Henan Provinces, and preached in churches of the Shouters, successfully converting their followers into "Almighty God" worshipers.
Zhao's takeover immediately increased the size of his Yongyuan Church. However, the problems of "the Shouters" remained. The rapid growth of the congregation made Zhao malcontent with using Li's doctrine, and this triggered his association with the "Female Christ" Yang Xiangbin (a schizophrenic woman from Datong, Shanxi)7 and the rise of CAG. However, the brand-new CAG did not escape its troubles.
Internal Conflicts
The first trouble for CAG was the tension between cult members.
The upper level of the organization was relatively stable, but there tended to be a good deal of turnover in middle-and lower-level personnel. The clear organizational hierarchy and arrangement for distributing money and power stimulated and tempted its members and intensified CAG's internal power struggle. This tension not only affected the higher level but also flowed downward, spreading to the middle and lower strata as well. The "split"8 of Zhao and He Zhexun, the head of CAG's Supervision Group for a time, showed that upward mobility from the middle and lower levels was not infinite. As Yang and Zhao had firmly settled themselves on top of the power pyramid, they had built up an impassable barrier for those who intended to enter the power core.9
In addition, other organizations could copy CAG's establishment and expansion; as long as one followed the path of CAG's building-block process, it would not be impossible to produce a second or a third CAG. Ambitious members who were unable to enter the power center had thought of this: since Zhao had succeeded in building his religious kingdom by waving Christ's banner, why couldn't they "borrow the east wind"10 of CAG and create a new god? Thus, a number of leaders did start new, independent sects by duplicating CAG's model. Some of these sect leaders opted to reinterpret CAG's doctrine by giving it new definitions; some criticized CAG for failing to correctly reveal God's will. A recent example was a man named Sun, who came from a suburban township of Xuzhou in Jiangsu Province and became a . What you all need to do is read Words in Words, as the words in it are a mystery of mysteries, wonder of wonders, and will make your dreams come true. This is why Almighty God forbids her followers from studying mythology: "I shall strike whoever studies me."11 (Words in Words)12
Some people followed CAG's doctrine that God has several tasks or incarnations on earth and continued the story to create new idols. "Pure and Holy God" is one example. A man named Yuan from Zhengding County of Shijiazhuang in Hebei Province joined CAG in July 1995 and claimed in 1999 that Almighty God had left the organization and manifested in him as its third human incarnation, namely "Pure and Holy God." Since then, Yuan has recruited several thousand followers, including a number of CAG's top and secondary leaders.
This situation gave Zhao and his partners a sense of crisis, as CAG's legitimacy was being severely challenged. Just as CAG had abandoned Christianity as outdated, so might "Pure and Holy God," "Peace Messenger," or "All Righteous God" make CAG disposable. In order to demonstrate the legitimacy of Almighty God, Zhao and CAG had to place those who had separated themselves from the organization, carrying CAG's banner yet criticizing it, on the opposite side, by emphasizing the fallacy of their existence. Hence terms such as jia jidu 假基督 and di jidu 敌基督 (antichrist) were born.13 
External Tensions Deny common origin and compete for followers
In the history of Zhao's personal beliefs and CAG's early doctrine, there are distinct traces of inclination toward and mimicry of Christianity. CAG in its Yongyuan Church stage was a house church; its doctrine, in which Christian terms and phrases are easily seen, was based on and adapted from the Bible. Moreover, the internal life of CAG was rich in the style of Christianity and Catholicism, including Bible storytelling, witnessing, and mutual aid among the members, which created a religious aura resembling that of Christianity and Catholicism and convinced the followers of both that the cost of conversion could be reduced to the minimum while the capacity of their original faith could be kept to the maximum.
Early CAG was able to take great advantage of this "homology" to Christianity in recruiting followers. By creating an environment resembling that of Christianity, CAG allowed Christians to naturally transition to CAG, with its similar religious aura and rituals. For a sect like CAG, which expands by converting Christians and Catholics, maintaining cultural continuation for believers is vital. In fact, many newly established religions inevitably have features of their original regional culture (Lu 2010).
However, the shared origin gradually turned from an advantage into a liability. If CAG had the same doctrine and practices as Christianity and Catholicism, why would followers turn to it, when it was illegal and cost more? Was CAG more sacred than Christianity or not? Other conditions being equal, potential followers would tend to choose the Three-Self Church, which is free of risks, rather than CAG.
The above problems forced CAG to take certain measures to differentiate itself from Christian churches, to cut its connection with Christianity (or label it "Old Religion"), and to demonstrate its superiority on the same religious basis, so as to better compete against Christian churches for more followers.
CAG's first approach was to deem outdated the Bible used by other Christian groups, so as to give its own doctrine a modern significance. Consider a disparate case. Lu Yunfeng (2010) explains that the syncretic Yi Guan Dao is favorably situated in Chinese society, as it merges Confucianism, Buddhism, Daoism, folk beliefs, and popular religions.14 In contrast to these deep roots in 14 Yi Guan Dao一贯道, "meaning the Consistent Way or Persistent Chinese culture, CAG's origin is in Christianity and "the Shouters," which made it difficult for the group to carry out organizational reforms by drawing on elements from Chinese culture. Therefore, what was left for CAG was to reject orthodox Christian doctrine and give it a new interpretation, and to continue to devalue the beliefs and activities of other religions, so as to build up the church and its followers' self-appreciation and sense of superiority. Although CAG collected material for its sacred Books of Life (Sheng ming zhi shu 生命之书) from the Bible, it still regarded the Bible as outdated and amateur reading. "If someone in the congregation insists on reading the Bible or spiritual books, it only proves that he is against God, that he intends to interfere with God's work. He must be an antichrist. The Chosen Ones must abandon him, dismiss him" (CAG, ed., God's Doomsday Work: What the Bible Says 1). According to Christian sources, not only did CAG pilfer from the Bible, but its quotations and explanations are absolutely wrong. In 2005, Ryan Turner published "What Is Eastern Lightning?" on the anti-cult website Christian Apologetics and Research Ministry (CARM.org), in which he uses biblical examples to refute CAG's doctrine.
The second approach that CAG adopted was the facilitation of personal dependency, often seen in the history of the Christian Church. According to Rodney Stark and Roger Finke, a person's social capital is constructed through interpersonal dependency; people value every connection with others in order to maintain or optimize their social capital. Only forming a stronger emotional bond with those in a different religion or different sect of the same religion than with those in the same sect or religion would cause them to give up their original belief (2004, 148) .
In 2008, the Church of Qiu Yu Zhi Fu in Chengdu discovered that members of CAG had disguised themselves as followers in the congregation and compelled one of the church staff to spend the night with them. They kept in Way, is a Chinese religion that emerged from the Xiantiandao group of sects in 1930, in Shandong. Another name of the faith is Zhenli Tiandao (Chinese: 真理天道 'True Heavenly Way') or simply Tiandao (天道, 'Way of Heaven'). Yiguandao was led by Zhang Tianran, who proclaimed himself the eighteenth patriarch of the Xiantiandao lineage. . . . In the 1930s Yiguandao was a local religion of Shandong with a few thousand followers, but under Zhang Tianran's leadership and with missionary work the group grew to become the biggest sect in China in the 1940s, with millions of followers. After 1949, Xiantiandao sects were proscribed as illegal secret societies and heretical cults. While still banned in China, Yiguandao was legally recognised in Taiwan in 1987 and has flourished since then." "Yiguandao," Wikipedia, accessed August 17, 2015, https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ Yiguandao. contact with the staff member and stayed in Qiu Yu Zhi Fu for several months. In 2009, another follower of the Church of Qiu Yu Zhi Fu was taken to a CAG stronghold in Chengdu. In 2011 and 2012, with church members providing cover, CAG was able to dispatch two groups to reside in the church and associate with other church members, with the opportunities of attending the Fellowship activities of "falling in love" and "hearing the gospel." The church later discovered this plot; two impenitent followers were expelled, but nothing seemed able to stop CAG's infiltration. After this incident, the church continued to find a number of CAG members lurking in its groups. CAG was contacting church members and staff, even in the name of spreading the gospel to procure new members for Qiu Yu Zhi Fu. On November 11, 2012, the Church of Qiu Yu Zhi Fu published "The Decision to Expel Chen Hai, a Member of the Heretic Eastern Lightning" in its journal, on its website, and on Weibo.15 This report describes in detail how Chen Hai infiltrated the church, made his contacts, and was eventually expelled, a classic example of how CAG infiltrates a church and how a church should react to such infiltration.
CAG understands that if a believer has a direct relationship with a church leader, he or she is more likely to stay with that church. Its strategy of facilitating personal dependency has allowed it to gather more followers through the defection of leaders of different Christian churches, whom CAG wheedled, instigated, or intimidated and who brought their flocks with them.
On April 16, 2002, some CAG members disguised themselves as representatives of the Haggai Institute, a spiritual-guide training school in China, and abducted thirty-four top-ranking guides (important members of the China Gospel Fellowship, a Christian house church) in an attempt to turn them to CAG's use by means of confinement and brainwashing sessions. Local churches constantly issued warnings to their ministers of CAG's inducement. One example is Wu Yanfen, a minister of the Hong Kong Evangelical Church, who in April 2012 announced her conversion to CAG. A CAG follower who was once a member of her church taught Wu CAG's doctrine and brought her into its congregation. In early December of that year, Rev. Wu took her church members to participate in CAG's Bible-study class. Then some of her church fellows joined her, converting to CAG at the Yan Yin Church of Yau Tong.
Rushing into churches is yet another (extreme) part of CAG's strategy to procure members. During the same 15 See http://s5.sinaimg.cn/orignal/5d593741nd0b76a8b44a4&690. period of Wu's indoctrination and conversion, many Christian churches reported that they were being attacked by CAG. A Christian issued an emergency warning on his Sina blog, reposted from a Christian QQ group, which says, "Dear Fellow Shepherds, this is an emergency: Starting yesterday, the evil cult Eastern Lightning began to launch a huge attack against Christian churches. Yesterday it was St. John's Christian Church Youth Fellowship; this morning it was Zhao Peng's church in Pi County. Additionally, the Church of Qiu Yu Zhi Fu and Pengzhou Church were attacked (contact with the impacted churches has not been established yet). CAG has sent 40 to 50 people at a time. They prepared amplifiers, occupied the pulpit, and recklessly trumpeted that 'Christ arrived 20 years ago; doomsday is coming.' The police have been involved in this matter. According to another source, the scale of Eastern Lightning's attacks is nationwide, as they have occurred in many other cities. Please forward this message, instruct your church to remain aware, and inform the churches you know to take precautions!" The principal minister Zhang Heng of Beijing Zaidao Church also related that a few days ago in his church "several Eastern Lightning members jumped onto the podium when the minister was preaching, pushed the minister off it, and recklessly declared that doomsday is near and that we all should believe in the Female Christ."16 CAG's third approach is to satisfy its followers' secular demands with material benefits, to balance their sacrifices for the church. For example, the church staff are offered a "daily allowance," and whole families that become CAG followers but experience difficulties or whose members are arrested and jailed for their belief in CAG are given special care, including food delivery, living expenses, medical fees, and housing repair. Families that host church fellowship meetings are also subsidized.
Why does CAG target house churches?
Emily Dunn points out that CAG "focuses on evangelizing Christians because they are thought less likely than the general population to inform the authorities of their activities" (2009, 107) . Nevertheless, in analyzing CAG's interactions with Christian churches, one may find that it has adopted different strategies against churches with different natures. More important, different churches react differently to CAG.
The churches that CAG has harassed have mostly been house churches based in mainland China, such as Now we have learned that more than thirty church staff members have been captured by the terrorist sect "Eastern Lightning," it is so difficult for anyone to accept the fact. . . . If we choose to report to the government, there is no knowing how the government will deal with it, as our house churches have remained illegal and constantly face the government's crack-17 Taiwan and Hong Kong, which have different religious policies than China, are beyond the scope of this paper. 18 See "Zhonghua fuyin tuan qi" 中华福音团契, Wikipedia, accessed August 17, 2015, http://zh.wikipedia.org/wiki/中华福音团契. 19 See Liu 2011: "At the founding of the church, CGF declared its mission: to correspond with God's plan, to revive China, to save a billion Chinese souls, and to spread the gospel to the world. What CGF lacks is a battle group to rescue our siblings and turn our country into a land of gospel. The gospel center of the world is China, the center of China is Henan, and the center of Henan is Nanyang. To serve the purpose we must possess the land; we must be alert; we must prepare ourselves for war. He who has the ability should contribute his physical strength or financial resource. Now such speech is hard to be heard in CGF's congregation and lectures." down. . . . We have no idea if God wants us to continue to hide or to emerge from underground. Can freedom be won if we have faith? What if these people are rescued from Eastern Lightning but fall into the hands of the police? . . . We finally pray that we will all be inspired by the holy spirit, and we have decided to gather together and report to the Beijing authorities. But who is to bear such a heavy and risky mission?20
In this confession, the member of CGF uses terms such as "illegal," "emerge from underground," "government's crackdown," and "fall into the hands of the police." It may not be difficult to understand why house churches such as CGF have become CAG's targets. Owing to their historical background, the legitimacy of house churches has long been questioned. Hence they often opt to keep silent instead of appealing to the authorities when problems occur. As to Three-Self churches, when dealing with CAG they can maintain a lofty stance, report to the authorities, join with the Two Christian Churches Union to make announcements about how dangerous CAG is, accept the official media's offer to interview individual ministers, and file accusations against CAG for its criminal deeds.21
Thus we may say that both the questioned legitimacy and the loose organizational structure of house churches provide CAG with convenient access to them. Given the circumstances of Chinese religions, CAG may oppose all Christian (even all other) churches in terms of doctrine and administration, but in fact it has strategically avoided confrontation with legitimate religious organizations in China, such as the Three-Self Church. It targets Christian house churches because they have a Christian nature-like CAG-yet outlaw themselves, which makes their members easy prey for recruitment.
CAG illustrates the gospel-spreading problems of nonThree-Self churches. It has strategized its doctrine to take advantage of this weakness. For example, its doctrine says that its followers can spread CAG's gospel only to house churches, groups that contradict Three-Self and walk away from it, and members of certain movements that are nominally attributed to Three-Self but aren't actually a part of it yet are forced to gesture to the government, such as Catholicism, Sheng Ming Pai (Life Sect), ecumenism, and local churches. 
The cost to family relations of commitment to CAG
Research by Rodney Stark and Roger Finke, among others, shows that the churches that emphasize more "rigid" self-discipline and the spread of the gospel can see significant growth. The "rigidity" has two aspects: absolute obedience to the doctrine and holy figures, and a deepening of devotion and commitment. Thus, Stark and Finke have introduced the concept of tension in religious organizations. A member of a high-tension religious group possesses a unique set of norms and values that differs from that of his or her social milieu, which is used to construct daily life. The higher the organization's tension, the more devotion and commitment its members have and the stronger their sense of belonging to the community (2004, 178). CAG's doctrine states that trial awaits those who are reluctant to give up family, and those who don't give up wealth, children, and husband" (The Word Appears in the Flesh, ch. 3). The norms it stipulates that contradict secular ones inevitably make CAG a high-tension religious organization.
Give it back, the heart we bear to love the world! Give it up, the greed of worldly wealth! Give it up, the affection for husband and children! Give it up, your opinion and prejudice! Wake up, time is short! Gaze upward in your soul, gaze upward, let God take control. Never be Lot's wife, for woe is the misery when you are abandoned! Woe is the misery! Wake up! (The Word Appears in the Flesh, 3) Who would ever completely devote himself to me, every penny, every inch of his body? You are scatterbrained. You are hesitating. Your mind is occupied with family, the outer world, food and clothes. You think you are laboring for me, yet I know your mind is lingering with wife, children, parents-but are they your property? Why not pass them into my hands? Do I have your trust? Do you fear I would not make good arrangements for you? Why are you hanging your thoughts on your family? Hanging on others! Do I have a place in your mind? Can I be a master in you, and possess all of you? All lies! How many of you have solely devoted yourselves to the church? Who has forgotten himself and thought of nothing but our kingdom? What occupies your mind are but corporeal pleasures. My consideration for you is never appreciated. My heart nearly shatters at the thought of you, but what you care about are nothing but corporeal pleasures, eating and drinking, sleeping, and dressing. Where is your conscience? (The Word Appears in the Flesh, 93) CAG's doctrine instructs its followers to give up their secular pursuits. Thus they will have to decide which side to take or make adjustments or trade-offs when doctrine and mainstream social value are in conflict. In the cases that have been studied, when there are conflicts between believers' social values and the doctrine, believers choose to give up these values and let the doctrine provide them with a new lifestyle and maintain their religious identity.
As an exclusive religion, CAG constructs a religious life whose emphasis is on exclusivity: secret congregation and communication, regular religious mission, intimidating "witnessing,"22 and so on (Fang 2012). Strengthening both the connection between the followers and their understanding of what they call CAG's "mythology" accelerates intimacy and shared identity among them, even surpassing those of familial ties, which alienates CAG's followers from their blood kin. Such a religious culture promotes a greater level of sacrifice when value conflicts from the secular world confront believers. The outcome, it appears, is that followers of CAG can rely only on its doctrine as the sole regulator of their life, as they have abandoned their worldly life.
Traditionally, willingness to sacrifice oneself so as to maintain one's belief in a high-tension religion is attributed to irrationality. Stark and Finke's religiousmarket theory attempts to provide another explanation. They argue that "among religious organizations, there is a reciprocal relationship between expense and the value of the rewards of membership" (2000, 145; 2004, 181) . Thus believers consider not only the cost of a religious exchange but also the quality of its returns. Those who continuously sacrifice at a higher cost, in expectation of a higher reward, prove themselves to be not free riders, on the one hand, and on the other enhance the church organization through their engagement.
Yet such absolute commitment goes against the traditional value of family ties in China. An enormous number of CAG followers have left home, leading to united resistance from their families and the rise of anti-CAG organizations with the help of the internet.
Two major nongovernmental organizations of this type are the Anti-CAG Alliance (Fan quan neng shen lian meng 反全能神联盟, at www.fqnslm.com), founded in August 2012 by "Mieshen" ("To eliminate the [Almighty] God)," an internet user from Hefei, and the Anti-CAG Cult 22 In Christian and Catholic churches, witnessing is a daily religious ceremony of telling others how one has met and experienced God. According to CAG, "witnessing" refers to a follower's recognition of God's holy magic in human life. It deals with how to conquer, save, and transform people, as well as leading people into God's territory. A follower's witnessing is a realization of how God conquers and completes him or her and of how he or she may pass the tests, trials, frustrations, and suffering that God sends, so as to achieve the absolution of the flesh and other individual benefits. In addition, CAG followers are zealous in conveying the protection they receive from God when dealing with the authorities: they remain unharmed when they are oppressed, while their oppressors are punished.
Federation (Fan quan neng shen xie jiao tong meng hui 反全能神邪教同盟会, at www.xjshzzj.cn), established in April 2013 by "Shi Xing" of Hebei Province. Such organizations mainly rely on QQ groups and their own websites for communication. Most of their members are relatives or friends of people who have joined CAG; their suffering has led them to join these anti-CAG organizations.
The major functions of the anti-CAG groups, which rely on network communication, are emotional support and practical assistance (e.g., in searching for people). Once the alliance puts forth questions or problems, many of its group of friends provide immediate feedback, which gives participants a strong feeling, like that of comradesin-arms, and an awareness of community. Members of anti-CAG groups are also happy to share their experiences in rescuing their relatives. The sense of security and self-confidence this engenders is the most important psychological basis for the existence and establishment of these alliances.
Nevertheless, as Shi Xing has indicated, although the nongovernmental anti-cult organizations have clear advantages in communication and the exchange of personal experiences, their weaknesses are equally obvious.
The family members of CAG followers are mainly almost illiterate. Some are migrant workers; some have no hope of finding their relatives and have remained silent. Some are children, and some are old people. They also include handicapped people, resident caretakers, and widows. There are mothers who have left their children behind for many years to continue the search.
Meanwhile, no professional guidance is offered to the nongovernmental anti-CAG organizations. No positive outcome can be expected from them. They can acquire no assistance from translators or law personnel. The organizations do not know how to achieve their goals. The Anti-CAG Cult Federation has received many calls for assistance from victims of the cult with the aliases Sanshujidu 三赎基督, Xinlingfamen 心灵法门, and Shenglingxieshui 圣灵血水 but could not render any help. "We hope that in the future we'll be able to organize a comprehensive civil, legal anti-cult team. But after we proposed this to relevant departments, including the Civil Administration Bureau, none approved our federation's registration," Shi Xing said.
From the perspective of promoting their movement, the nongovernmental anti-CAG groups have had a certain degree of assistance, from new media on technological platforms, which has changed the fates of some people and families. However, from the organizational perspective, the lack of national policies concerning the legitimacy and position of civil organizations has blocked their development. Many other problems remain. Resources are insufficient. Pressure on the authorities and collaboration with them is insignificant. Off-line organizations are short of capabilities. From the two cases considered above it is clear that these organizations which have arisen with the aid of the internet still need to deal with the difficulties that these social systems have brought with them. Furthermore, the craving for being "institutionalized" and the natural dependency on political power (or government recognition) is another issue for us to think about (Ding 2011).
Conclusion
Many successful religions more or less maintain a certain distance from and are in tension with their external society, or they suffer tribulations (Lu 2010). As this article shows, the Church of Almighty God has been condemned because of the enormous tension it exerts on society.
CAG's unique interpretation of the world order and its own legitimacy triggers confrontations between it and other organizations (including political and religious ones). The group's stress on the superiority of its doctrine over any other causes tensions in its relations with orthodox religions, particularly Christianity and Catholicism. CAG's wheedling and converting of followers from these two religions and attacks on churches have heightened the battle on both sides. CAG constantly engages in a social struggle with other religious groups, partly because of its fear of being "tainted" by them or by worldly society, and partly because it attempts to induce nonmembers to defect. A nonmember is deemed an enemy if the attempt fails.
But we should also take heed of CAG's different approaches in its use of tension when dealing with different Christian groups. With the background of China's Christian policy, the means and extent of CAG's treatment of the legitimate Three-Self Church and the house churches, which have situated themselves in a gray zone, are different. The responses of these churches to CAG's harassment are also distinct.
Moreover, although all sorts of Christian churches from time to time emphasize the significance of "family worship" and "family service," CAG's attitude toward both tends to be more extreme and intensive. If any member of a CAG family renounces fellowship in the group, the whole family is condemned as evil and repugnant and is subject to banishment. CAG unambiguously rejects the universal concept of the family, thus demonstrating its great difference from and hostility toward secular society. In addition, CAG maintains a considerable distance from social life, segregating its followers from their families, so their social circle is restricted to the interior of the organization. It also proclaims that any family members of a follower who do not believe in CAG are evil and will hinder the follower's salvation-thus members of civil society become another anti-CAG force. Relationships between members of CAG and people outside the community are tense and estranged, and visits between them are forbidden. By contrast, the relationships within the organization are intimate and harmonious, making it a subcultural island in the greater society.
Analysis shows that CAG is a religious cult in high tension with society. Its behavior has left it with a reputation as "aggressive" and raised opposition and protests from other organizations. But this use of tension has proved to be an effective strategy-as the higher the tension, the more valuable the sense of belonging and the greater the degree of religious commitment (Stark and Finke 2004, 180) .
In calculating the cost of belonging to CAG, in addition to its strict regulations, one should consider the psychological costs imposed by outsiders, such as labeling its followers with burdensome terms like "cultists," "heretics" and "fanatics" (Stark and Finke 2000, 145; 2004, 180) . It is not necessarily irrational to join a religion that costs more than others in these senses. There must be a correlation between the costs and rewards of membership, a relationship that is based on a mix of price and quality.
In the case of CAG, followers rarely distinguish between worldly and religious affairs. Their personal relations, ways of handling things, and allocation of their own time all are stipulated by church doctrine. Even worldly life is meant to serve the ministry. Many followers thus give up their jobs and family and fully dedicate themselves to evangelism. Hence we must consider if CAG is able to provide a quality religious product and to demonstrate "faith" in its doctrinal truth. In addition to organizing regular and intensive religious activities and repeatedly mentioning the Female Christ's miracles, CAG bans without hesitation free riders and "wavering" members, which enhances followers' confidence and commitment.
The tension between CAG and external society is like a filter that screens out halfhearted free riders. What are left, then, are pious members who are willing to spend their money and time . Thus, CAG has more human and economic capital to improve its religious services and engage in more frequent evangelism, to attract more believers and expand the organization. It can be said that in a high-tension organization such as CAG, almost every follower is a missionary and each has the potential to bring in new members. This is obviously an advantage that low-tension religious organizations do not have, and it partly explains CAG's tremendous expansion in just a few decades.
To sum up, a high-tension strategy is inevitable for CAG and has promoted its rapid development. However, more cases must be examined to determine whether this strategy of organizational development and expansion is pervasive in other cults, and we must wait to see whether it will lead CAG to a brighter future or to extermination. 
